Rent boost reflects housing costs rising

(Continued from page 1)

The increase in Physical Plant costs comes from increased costs in calculating Physical Plant overhead costs. In the past, the costs of several of the expenses in the Physical Plant budget have been debited to the various houses. Recently, government auditors have required MIT to separate those costs and charge them fully to the dormitory system. As a result, this has meant an increase in overhead charges to the dormitories by a factor of four.

The Housing Office attempted to realize some savings. With the exception of MacGregor, the Housing Office claims little can be done since they have been reduced so much that any further reductions would be those that were not done before. The Housing Office has also made a number of improvements to individual rooms.

In addition, the Housing Office has reduced utility costs of the different houses. The increase in the quality of surroundings, and the cost of the entire system.

The Committee proposed a two part room charge, composed of a "house cost" which is charged directly to the residents of a given house, and "system costs" which are divided equally among all residents. Most expense items have characteristics of both, so the Committee was faced with the job of assigning them as accurately as possible.

House costs are those which should benefit the residents of a particular house, such as those expenditures for water, electricity, and desk service. The residents may explicitly demand these services. While the other three may be more generally useful, and should benefit them, and at least partially contributed by the residents of each house.

According to the report, having

adequately reflected in the house cost factor above.

The organization must also take the system costs, which reflect the overall utility costs of the entire system, into account. The system costs are divided equally among all residents of the dormitory.

The table figure was arrived at by dividing the overhead costs by 429 (4). These changes recommend the current total rent for next year was increased by $10 per resident, or reflect a special increase that of MacGregor from $280, Burton $280, East Campus $280.

The rating scheme (see Table Six) is divided into four groups: Senior House; followed by Senior East, Senior West; and East Campus; followed by MacGregor; and with MacGregor, and Burton at the bottom. The table was designed to the Determine the fee for each group. For the first two groups and the last two groups, with the difference in the middle being $40.
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